The Return of the God of War [The Protector] Chapter 2825
The Eagle Nation and the major supporting forces were very surprised.

Daxia really succeeded?

How did they do it?

Where are these Big Macs trapped?

It’s amazing!

“Comrades-in-arms! This group of giant creatures will be besieged next! At least a month! Even as long
as a year!”

“Let’s study them together and see how to eliminate them?”

Xiao Liejun laughed.

“Yes! It’s a big deal, let’s study it together! This is good for each of us in the future!”
Everyone agreed.

Soon, the representative of the War Eagle Nation couldn’t help asking: “Head Xiao, dare to ask where
you trapped these Big Macs? It’s so amazing?”

The words came out.

Many people gathered around, wanting to know the answer, very curious.

…The key point is that everyone can’t imagine any place under the sky that can trap three thousand such
giant creatures at the same time…

So eagerly want to know where.

Xiao Liejun smiled: “Sorry! I can’t tell you for the time being! After all, this involves too much! I say it, it
is very likely that our efforts will be ruined!”

At this time, Li Chengmin stood up and said, “Yes, that’s wrong! The fewer people who know, the better!
We have spies or spies who don’t know the enemy!”

“Yes, if this place leaks out! If it is used by someone who is interested, if it is released again! Who will
bear the consequences?”

“The best thing is that the fewer people you know, the better!”

…

The powers of the countries that have good relations with Daxia have come forward to speak.

How dare you let more people know about this?

Non-my family, its heart must be different.

What’s more, all the people present are aliens.

How can such a big secret be said.

And also to be afraid of the people behind Leviathan, it becomes more and more impossible to say it.

The representative of the War Eagle Nation immediately ended the battle: “Yes! Don’t ask anymore!
Since you are trapped, that’s a good thing!”

This matter is not over.

In the end, everyone discussed and all countries sent experts to study how to deal with Leviathan.

The other side.

The Lab of the Gods searched for a long time where the Leviathans lost contact, and there was no clue
at all.

The journey to this base is too complicated, so no one has discovered it for so long.

They can’t find it either.

There is no way to find where Leviathan disappeared.

Hearing the message of no results, Mr. X’s face was really gloomy.

Don’t get angry.

Three thousand Big Macs just disappeared like this…

Who will believe it?

“It just disappeared? Can’t get in touch? I take it!”

Mr. X is really mad.

However, what they didn’t expect was that not only had they disappeared, they had all been massacred.

None of them are left.

“Are you sure that Leviathan is trapped?”

Mr. X said solemnly.

Everyone bowed their heads.

To this.

There is no good explanation and answer.

I don’t even know where Leviathan has gone.

“Report! The information just intercepted from Daxia—Leviathan was indeed drawn to a certain place
by Daxia! The details are unknown! Daxia guards this closely!”

“However, Daxia predicts that it can be trapped for at least a month! They are now jointly studying how
to solve Leviathan!”

…

Hearing the real hammer’s message, everyone’s expressions grew gloomy.

All of them were furious.

It was really calculated by Daxia!

What conspiracy does not work in front of absolute power!

Is it useful now?

And they overlooked one point.

Leviathan is not a human being after all, it was made…

More of a machine!

“What should I do now? Only Daxia and the gods in Forbidden Land No. 76 know the place, right?”

“I now suspect that this place has something to do with Forbidden Land No. 76! Maybe it is their base in
the sea!”

…

Everyone said one after another.

Mr. X is a sticky head.

